Aims To assess the relative impact of brief treatment (BT) compared with brief intervention (BI) on changes in substance use behavior in primary care screening programs for substance use disorders, overall and by patient severity. Design and participants A total of 9029 patients with both baseline and follow-up interviews were identified in the US Government Performance and Results Act (GPRA) data from October 2004 and February 2008. Using a propensity score framework, multiple generalized linear mixed models and a local linear matching method with a difference in difference estimator, patients from the BI group that resemble BT patients were used to determine the relative treatment effect of BT. A total of 3218 of these US patients with baseline and follow-up interviews were used in the final analysis sample after the propensity score-matching procedure (1448 patients assigned to a BI service category and 1770 assigned to a BT service category). Setting United States. Measurements Dependent variables were the number of days of use in the past 30 days of any alcohol, alcohol to intoxication, illicit drugs and marijuana. Findings The relative impact of BT was not significant for alcohol (0.269; P > 0.1) or alcohol to intoxication (0.462; P > 0.1). BT was found to reduce the frequency of use of illicit drugs at follow-up by 0.634 days more than BI (P < 0.05). Marijuana days were not affected significantly by assignment to BT (À0.128; P > 0.1). Higher severity patients assigned to BT had a decrease in days of illicit drug use of 1.765 (P < 0.05). Conclusions In the United States, brief treatment appears to have a stronger impact on reducing illicit drug use than brief intervention but is similar to brief intervention for reducing alcohol use, alcohol to intoxication and marijuana use alone.
INTRODUCTION
Brief treatment (BT) is qualitatively different from brief intervention (BI), and is also more intensive in terms of quantity and length of therapy sessions. Although elements of brief treatment have been studied, there has been little study of its effectiveness when implemented as an additional standalone service helping to fill in gaps in the continuum of care for substance abuse. BT programs are designed to be less intensive than traditional therapy and often use a different clinical approach. For screening and early intervention programs delivered in health-care and other community settings, BT is intended to fill three roles in addressing patients with different levels of risky substance use. BT is a stronger 'dose' of service than BIs. BT offers a more flexible, accessible, less expensive and less stigmatized service than traditional therapy (to which patients might still be referred as they interact with the BT provider). BT can be used to support those patients who have been referred to specialty treatment [1, 2] . BT practitioners often have more clinical training than providers of BIs, which are typically delivered by non-specialists.
Clinically, BIs are generally designed to motivate a patient to think differently about their substance use and to ultimately change risky behaviors. BT is intended for higher levels of risk with stronger objectives for the patients, such as abstinence and managing appropriately factors that exacerbate their substance use. BT often uses cognitive-behavioral therapy (CBT) or motivational enhancement therapy (MET) as clinical models. The distinct clinical approach for BT and its potential value as an additional service option warrant a study of its comparative effectiveness relative to BI. Early literature suggests that BT is effective with a wide range of clients who abuse substances [1, 3] . Length, number of sessions and the use of more highly trained providers may all influence the impact of BT regardless of clinical distinctness. More importantly, they also influence how models of Screening, Brief Intervention and Referral to Treatment (SBIRT) might be implemented in different health-care settings and how much they cost. For example, in the United States, the current reimbursement codes for BT demarcate the rate for reimbursement between BI and BT by the 30-minute mark, with no reference to clinical differences.
In this study, we used data from a large US governmentfunded implementation of SBIRT in US-based health-care settings [4] . The programs were implemented in community health-care settings to provide SBIRT services and were not designed as research studies. Thus, they provide an opportunity to expand the body of clinical trial research on early interventions to comparative effectiveness studies of different interventions delivered to a large and diverse population [5, 6] . We hypothesized that patients assigned to BT within these SBIRT programs would have greater improvement in substance use outcomes than those assigned to BI. We adopted a propensity score framework commonly used in comparative effectiveness research to examine the intent-to-treat effect of BT on alcohol use, alcohol use to intoxication, illicit drug use and marijuana use relative to being recommended to BI [7, 8] and examined whether this effect varied by baseline substance use intensity.
METHODS

Research design
The design is modeled upon regression discontinuity studies which identify quasi-experimental comparison groups using arbitrary cut-offs in continuous measures of eligibility into a 'treatment' group. In this study, we rely upon the fact that a considerable number of SBIRT patients who were recommended to BI services (henceforth referred to as BI patients) were very similar in their observed characteristics to those recommended to BT (henceforth referred to as BT patients). In support of this approach, we note measurement error in screening instruments as well as substantial variation in instruments, staff and other SBIRT program characteristics over time and across grantees and performance sites. These facts imply that some BI patients might have been recommended to BT had they been screened at a different time and place and are therefore eligible comparison candidates for BT patients. We use propensity score-matching methods to create the supports for the regression discontinuity.
The BI models for all projects incorporated an MI approach [9, 10] , typically including the six elements of the 'FRAMES' model: feedback regarding personal risk or impairment, emphasis on personal responsibility for change, clear advice to change, providing a menu of change options, empathy as a counseling style, and enhancement of self-efficacy or optimism (FRAMES) [11] . Most of the projects also incorporated information and feedback based on National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA) guidelines [12] . In their BT models, all seven projects reported the use of MI techniques and the Transtheoretical Model of Change [13] . Two projects used cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) and two used a community reinforcement approach (CRA). More than 75% of practitioners providing BT services were currently or previously certified in addiction treatment (compared to approximately 50% of those providing BI services). Sixty-seven per cent had graduate-level degrees (compared to 34% for BI providers). All seven sites' BT protocol were for at least two sessions and BT session lengths were typically 50 minutes. To improve BT attendance rates, most grantees offered onsite or telephonic services when feasible at the clinical site, especially for the first BT session.
Data
Our data are drawn from SBIRT projects that were implemented by seven US states. Funding to implement SBIRT services in out-patient, emergency department and inpatient settings was provided to the states in 2005 by the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA), the US federal agency concerned with assessing and improving the public health and treatment systems for substance abuse and mental health. A stipulation of the funding was that patient data were collected on patients receiving SBIRT services at the time they received services and 6 months later. The standardized patient interview instrument and interview procedures were the same across all projects, in accordance with the federal Government Performance and Results Act (GPRA). SAMHSA's GPRA data coordinating center provided us with access to these patient data from which we constructed an analysis data set of patients with both baseline and follow-up interviews.
The GPRA instrument collected basic sociodemographic data, such as gender, age, race/ethnicity, income and educational attainment, as well as substance use, criminal justice status, employment status, housing status and measures of mental health and social connectedness, all during the past 30 days. However, these data were collected using a tiered structure under which all data were collected on BT and referral to treatment patients, but only a subset of the data-gender, age, race/ethnicity and frequency of substance use in the past 30 days-were collected for BI patients. Therefore, only the variables available on BI patients were utilized in this study.
The necessary data were collected by practitioners delivering SBIRT at the time of screening or immediately after delivery of services. After screening, patients were assigned to a level of service based on the practitioner's recommendation for that patient. This study uses the intent-to-treat categorization, collected in the GPRA survey, to identify BI and BT patients. In addition to collecting GPRA data on all patients at intake, the grantees collected data at discharge and at 6 months after intake. The discharge survey documented which services a patient received and the number of sessions; however, these data were not collected consistently. The 6-month follow-up survey was conducted with a 10% subsample of patients who screened positive and captured the same data elements collected at intake. The analyses in this study rely upon the longitudinal changes in substance use reported at baseline and 6-month follow-up for patients recommended to either BI or BT.
In general, SBIRT service recommendations increased in intensity with severity of patient substance involvement. GPRA data showed that once they screened positive, most patients were willing to continue SBIRT participation: BI patients, 86%; BT patients, 93%. Not surprisingly, willingness to continue with the program generally was lower among those in the BI group, because individuals at the lower end of the severity continuum often perceived less need for services. Illicit drug use by BT patients was almost double that for BI patients, and is a defining feature of the average difference between the two groups. BI was delivered immediately typically on-site, but referrals for more intensive care required typically that patients enroll in a program, often at a later time (following recovery from physical injury or illness) and in another location. In two types of cases, BI sessions were recorded for BT patients' initial service. First, due to time constraints in clinical settings, patients did not always complete the full-length BT session during their clinical visit. Based on the limited time, as well as the clinical content (e.g. MI used but not enough time to in-depth CBT) delivered in the short window, providers decided whether to count the service as a BI instead of a BT. In some project sites, BT provider staff were not available during the patient's visit. In this case, projects attempted to deliver a BI to the patients. Patients in both service recommendation groups received BIs (87% of BI patients, 51% of BT patients) and BT patients commonly received both a BI and a subsequent BT. Most BT patients (82%) participated in one BT session (in addition to any BI).
This study uses GPRA data from October 2004 to February 2008. From these data, we identified 12 886 patients who were eligible for follow-up interviews and who were identified as BI or BT patients according to the SBIRT class code. Of these, 9029 had completed 6-month followup data; 6983 were classified as BI patients, while the remaining 2046 were classified as BT patients according to class code, representing follow-up rates of 69 and 74%, respectively. In our final analysis sample, we excluded 1141 BI patients and 257 BT patients who reported no substance use (neither alcohol nor illicit drugs) at both baseline and follow-up. We were unable to determine whether there were alternative reasons for why they screened positive or if their substance use was recorded incorrectly. However, we have anecdotal evidence that practitioners screened patients as positive based on: past substance use history independent of current use, particularly in the case of current cravings or precipitating life events that might lead to relapse; tobacco use; and other mental health considerations. Patients received services in specific performance sites (health-care facilities) which are identified in these data. Across the seven state-level projects, there were 15, four, four, three, three and two performance sites.
Measures
Substance use status was measured as the number of days of use in the past 30, and was collected for alcohol, alcohol to intoxication, marijuana, cocaine, amphetamines, inhalants, sedatives, hallucinogens, opiates and other drugs taken illicitly. Our main outcomes were the number of days in the past 30 that patients reported any alcohol use, any alcohol to intoxication and any illicit drug use. We also examined the impact of BT relative to BI on days of marijuana use. For moderator analyses described below, we further constructed indicator variables of zero, low and high baseline substance use days. As noted, screener scores themselves were reported inconsistently and therefore we relied entirely upon the frequency of use variables to characterize risk. The threshold for low versus high was specific to each substance use variable and reflected the median days of use. High was 8 or more alcohol days, 10 or more alcohol intoxication days, 8 or more illicit drug days and 4 or more marijuana days.
Design
We assess the intent-to-treat effect of assignment to BT rather than BI on substance use using a quasi-experimental design known as regression discontinuity, in which BI patients who are similar to BT patients are used as potential comparisons. The problem with simply comparing BI and BT patients is that BT patients are expected to have a greater substance use risk or more severe substance use problems. Regression discontinuity designs rely typically upon the fact that patients are assigned to a 'treatment' group based on having a continuous measure or score that is above an arbitrary 'cut-off '. Patients whose scores are immediately below or immediately above the cut-off are potentially comparable in characteristics other than being assigned to the 'treatment'. In the case of SBIRT, assignment to BI or BT is based in large part on a substance use screening completed by SBIRT practitioners and other observed patient characteristics. However, several factors influence assignments that are not correlated perfectly with a patient's substance use or other patient characteristics, and thus provide experimental variation that justifies our design. The screening tools varied across grantees and over time within some grantees. The distribution of screening tools is shown in Table 1 . The Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test (AUDIT) and Drug Abuse Screening Test (DAST) were the most common screening instruments used for alcohol and drug use, respectively. Notably, many grantees began to use both validated and non-validated 1-3-question pre-screens.
Even when using validated screening instruments, measurement error leads to inconsistent service recommendation for patients with similar risk levels. Confounding this naturally occurring variation are several other factors. First, practitioners varied over time and across grantees in several ways. Practitioners were hired based on different criteria across grantees including credentials, experience and behavioral health area of expertise and were different in terms of demographics, education and substance use history or perspective on prevention and treatment. Secondly, in several grantees, medical staff completed either the pre-screen or screen instead of staff with behavioral health backgrounds. Thirdly, staff turnover was cited as a major challenge while all staff evolved in their screening accuracy, as they received ongoing training and gained insight as a result of conducting the BI and BT portion of service delivery for patients with varying substance use risk. Finally, logistics or other constraints such as staff availability or the patient's expected time in the facility were also a factor in service recommendation and changed from day to day and across grantees. There were probably other unobserved factors that varied across sites, such as program culture and what clinical characteristics were emphasized.
Propensity score-matching
Unfortunately, we do not observe a unified measure of all the factors that lead to assignment to BI versus BT. Instead we derive propensity scores for patients which reflect their a priori likelihood of being assigned to BT rather than BI based on observable characteristics. We make the assumption that is motivated by the regression discontinuity design, that BI patients with similar propensity scores to BT patients are appropriate comparisons. The goal of this approach is to determine the potential outcome of an average BI patient had he or she been assigned to BT instead, and compare that outcome to the outcome that we observe-the outcome of an average BI patient who receives a BI. One could conceive of this method equivalently as determining the unobserved, counterfactual outcome of an average BT patient who received a BI and comparing it to the observed outcome of an average BT patient who received a BT. As we only observe an individual in one of the two groups, and we cannot actually subject a patient to an alternative group after the fact, we instead use propensity score-matching to diminish any observed differences that exist between BI and BT patients prior to their assignment that may impact outcomes. Although we cannot be assured of comparability as in a randomized controlled environment, by controlling for observable factors that may impact upon the practitioner's decision to refer someone to BI or BT we can increase the comparability of our two groups and reduce the treatment-selection bias inherent in the design [14] . The Table 1 Unadjusted and propensity score weighted means comparison of baseline characteristics between BI and BT patients.
Alcohol
Illicit drugs propensity score, determined by probit regression of a treatment indicator on a set of observed covariates, is used to predict each person's probability of receiving treatment.
The key assumption of our approach is that patient recommendation to BI or BT must be independent of the potential outcomes of the patient with respect to observed covariates [15] . In other words, any differences between the control and treatment groups that would have an impact upon outcomes must be controlled for in the matching procedure. Propensity scores are determined for each individual using a probit model with a binary indicator for treatment as the dependent variable and a set of patient characteristics as covariates. The initial probit model has as covariates gender, age, race, ethnicity, state where exposed to SBIRT, ordinal time (e.g. half a calendar year), baseline substance use and interactions of state, time and substance use. We also included quadratic terms of age and days of substance use in the past 30 days.
As the probit model of treatment participation is atheoretical, we reduced the number of covariates using a stepwise procedure that removed any covariates with Pvalues lower than 0.3. The resulting model was our initial predictive model, which yielded an initial propensity score for each patient. We report a C-statistic to measure the extent to which the probit model assigned patients accurately to the correct group based on the propensity score. A common rule of thumb is that the C-statistic should be close to 0.8, which represents a high probability of correct prediction into patients' actual service category but is not so close to 1 that observable characteristics are predicting service category perfectly.
After weighting, balance is evaluated between the treatment group and the control group by comparing the means of the covariates within groups both before and after weighting. We assess balance on the first order value of each substance use measure and demographic characteristic used in the predictive model. There is some disagreement over the correct method to assess balance [16] . We use the standardized difference method to assess balance in our analysis [17] . Balance is considered to have improved if the standardized difference between groups diminishes after weighting. In addition, it has been suggested that in order for a covariate to be balanced across groups, it should have a standardized difference of no more than 10 [18] . Balancing after propensity score-matching can often result in descriptive statistics that resemble those of a randomized experiment-with little to no difference across groups [14] .
Statistical models
After determining the propensity scores and support sample for the regression discontinuity design, we apply several different models of outcomes. There are many methods available to utilize propensity score adjustments and there are trade-offs between estimate bias and efficiency among the different approaches [16, 19] . The first set of models that we apply are multiple generalized linear mixed models (GLMM). We estimate these models with and without inverse propensity score weights. In the latter case, the use of both the weights (based on observable variables) and the observables themselves as covariates is a form of what are termed 'doubly robust propensity score models' [19] . Within the GLMM, we estimated individual-level random effects (i.e. repeated measures for each patient over the two time-periods). Furthermore, these random effects were nested with performance site to account for that level of the error structure and intracluster correlation. The data did not support nesting sites within the seven projects; these were modelled instead as fixed effects by including indicator variables for six projects as independent covariates.
The key independent variables were indicators of whether an observation was baseline or follow-up (post) and whether a patient was in the BI or BT category (BT). The interaction of these two variables (BT × post) is a differences-in-differences (DiD) estimator and its coefficient represents the treatment effect of BT. Other covariates were days of baseline substance use of the substances not being modelled (e.g. when days of alcohol use is the dependent variable, baseline days of alcohol to intoxication, illegal drug use and marijuana were included as dependent variables), age, gender, race and ethnicity.
One advantage of this framework was the ability to test for the moderating effects of the baseline severity of substance use. To test whether any effect of BT is greater for patients with higher baseline use estimated two additional models that included interaction terms. First, we interacted continuous days of baseline substance use being modeled with the key independent variables (i.e. BT, post, and BT × post). The coefficient on the interaction of BT × post with days reflects the moderating effect of severity (as proxied for by days) on the main BT effect. In a second set of models we used the two indicators of baseline substance use, low and high, instead of days for each substance. Low and high days were included as main effects and as interactions with BT, post and BT × post. Similar to the continuous days moderator, the coefficients on BT × post interacted with low and BT × post interacted with high reflected their respective moderating effects on the impact of BT relative to zero days of use at baseline.
We chose to use one additional outcome model that fits our study design in order to corroborate our GLMM results; specifically, local linear matching (LLM) combined with the estimator. The DiD estimator was first recommended by Heckman et al., and its use with LLM has been shown to have several advantages [20, 21] . The main advantage of the LLM (and similar kernel matching methods) is its well-studied semi-parametric properties that do not require strong distributional assumptions to estimate treatment effects. Specifically, it compares each treated subject's outcome with a propensity score distance-weighted average of the outcomes of comparison subjects whose propensity scores lie within a certain range of the treated subject's score. The use of additional (weighted) comparison subjects increases the efficiency of the LLM estimate, but adds possible bias from less comparable matches. However, this possible increase in bias is lower than what might be produced by simply increasing the number of comparison matches, such as in nearest-neighbor matching. Limiting the range within which a comparison subject is included in the estimation is conceptually consistent with our quasiexperimental scenario. We contend that for each BT patient there may exist similar BI patients who are reasonable comparators (after controlling for observed characteristics). In practice, the size of the range does not appear to have a strong impact on estimates [21] . However, we estimate the model for several common ranges (0.01, 0.06 0.30) and find little difference in our estimates. Also consistent with our design is the need for common support or, in other words, available BI patient comparisons for each BT patient, as we are focused on the average effect of BT on those who received BT. We used the common min-max approach of eliminating all BT patients whose propensity score was higher than the score of the highest BI patient. Equivalently, we eliminated all BI patients whose propensity score was lower than the score of the lowest BT patient. This augments our confidence in the internal validity of our experiment, but leaves us with fewer patients in our analysis, which reduces the extent to which our estimates are representative of the overall effect of brief treatment. To provide additional evidence of appropriate matching, we conduct a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test to assess the equality of the propensity score distributions of BI and BT patients who remain in our analysis sample after matching is finalized.
The DiD estimator takes advantage of the longitudinal nature of our data by using the difference within a patient's outcomes between follow-up and baseline as the dependent variable. In our case, we calculate the difference in days of use of each of our outcomes of interest. While the LLM controls for selection into treatment based on observable characteristics, the DiD estimator controls additionally for unobserved patient characteristics that do not change over time. The differenced days of use variables yield a fairly symmetrical distribution. As an additional check for robustness, we also estimated LLM models of the follow-up days of use as dependent variables. For all LLM-DiD results, standard errors were estimated by bootstrapping. All models were estimated using the psmatch2 routine using Stata version 11 [22] .
RESULTS
The C-statistic for the probit model was 0.78, indicating an appropriate level of accuracy in prediction of group assignment conditional on observable characteristics. The number of unique comparison BI patients who were identified was 1448, with 332 of them serving as comparisons for more than one BT patient. Only 19 BT patients were eliminated to maintain common support, which strengthens our confidence that our estimates are representative of the average effect of brief treatment on BTs served by the program as a whole. This led to a BT sample of 1770 and a total analysis sample of 3218. We compared the distribution of propensity scores of the BI patients who remained in our support with the scores of the BT patients in the support using a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test and failed to reject the null hypothesis of equal distributions (P = 0.89), providing evidence that the BI group is similar enough to the BT group to provide adequate comparability. Balance was assessed by comparing the between-group standardized differences of unweighted and weighted means. Although balance was examined on all covariates used in the analysis, we report only the balance for substance use variables and demographics in Table 2 . In general, the balance assessment suggests that the adjustment eliminates much of the difference between the BI and BT groups and reduces the impact of potential confounders.
The sum of the standardized differences decreases from 133.88 on the unweighted means to 54.32 on the weighted means. Seven standardized differences on the unweighted means were greater than 10. None of the adjusted standard differences exceeded 10. Although the weighted standard difference for the conditional days of eliminated marijuana use is less than 10, its size suggests a persistent difference between the groups that was not completely by the adjustment. This difference persisted even after an iterative process of including higher-order interactions of marijuana use with grantee, time and gender variables. Table 3 presents inverse propensity score-weighted mean unconditional number of days of use of each assessed substance at baseline and follow-up. These estimates provide context for the models that follow and are no statistical testing is applied. For both BI and BT patients and for all substances, days of use decreased after recommendation to SBIRT services. For both BI and BT patients and for all substances, days of use decreased after recommendation to SBIRT services. The largest decreases are for illicit drugs at 6.2 days for BI and 6.8 days for BT, with an unadjusted difference-in-differences of a little more than half a day of use [6] . Table 4 presents the primary and moderator results of the GLMMs as well as the results of the propensity score LLR. Unweighted and weighted GLMM estimates are presented. The overall effect estimates for BT are presented in the base model columns. We find no effect for alcohol days in either the unweighted or the weighted models. The estimated decreases for alcohol to intoxication are somewhat larger than for alcohol days, but were not significant. We found significant effects for illicit drug days in both the unweighted (À0.634, P < 0.05) and weighted (À0.878, P < 0.05) models. The weighted result for marijuana days was marginally statistically significant (À0.458, P < 0.1).
In the continuous days moderator models, only illicit drug days had statistically significant findings. The main Propensity score weighted means reported with standard errors in parentheses. BI = brief intervention; BT = brief intervention.
effect estimates for BT remained statistically significant at the 0.05 level but were smaller in magnitude (e.g. À0.355 versus À0.878 for the weighted models). The interaction terms were large, but significant only at the 0.1 level. The low/high models did yield statistically stronger moderating effects in the weighted models. The highcategory BT patients had a 1.765 (P < 0.05) decrease in days of use, while the zero (i.e. the main BT × post effect) and low BT patients, although negative, were not statistically significant. Weights are inverse propensity scores. Multivariate models included age, indicators for being female, African American, another race category and Hispanic, indicators of project and baseline counts of days of alcohol use, alcohol to intoxication, illegal drug use and marijuana use. Coefficients are presented for the indicators of being a BT patient and any interactions with that indicator. The low and high level moderator models included indicators of whether a patient's baseline days of use for that substance was greater than zero and less than the median days of use in the sample or greater than the median days of use in the sample; zero days of use was the reference category. The error structure included random effects for the performance site a patient was in and adjusted standard errors for clustering. Robust standard errors in parentheses. ***P < 0.01; **P < 0.05; *P < 0.1.
The final column displays the estimated effect of brief treatment on BT patients' difference in days of use using the LLR-DiD method. For both alcohol and alcohol to intoxication, BI comparison patients demonstrated slightly larger decreases in days (0.269 and 0.462 days, respectively). These differences were not statistically significant. BT patients decreased their days of illicit drug use by 0.651 days more than BI patients, a statistically significant result (P < 0.05). The effect on days of marijuana use was also higher for BT patients, but the result was smaller in magnitude than for the composite illicit drug days and was not statistically significant.
DISCUSSION
Within the emerging set of early intervention services directed at substance users in primary health-care and other settings, brief treatment is a distinct option from brief interventions (BIs) In this study we have employed a quasiexperimental design to analyze the comparative effectiveness of brief treatment. By taking advantage of natural variation in whether screened patients were recommended to brief intervention or brief treatment, we used a propensity score approach to develop a comparison sample of BI patients to estimate the relative impact of brief treatment. Our assessment of balance between our BI and BT groups demonstrated that the comparison sample of BI patients were very similar to BT patients in their substance use and other observable characteristics prior to exposure to SBIRT. Days of use of all substances decreased substantially for both our BI comparison group and the BT group. Although we found no differential effect of recommendation to BT in days of using alcohol, we found a statistically significant reduction in days of illicit drug use for those in the BT group of over a half day of use in the prior 30 days. We note that days of illicit drug use is a meaningful outcome, as it combines all illicit drug use and represents an upper bound on number of days of abuse. It also manages any substitutions among drugs that may lead to spurious estimates on individual drugs.
The finding that recommendation to brief treatment is effective in reducing illicit drug use is important for several reasons. First, the effect of recommendation to brief treatment was not estimated relative to 'no recommendation to services' or to 'care as usual', but instead to recommendation to brief intervention, which has been shown to have a substantial impact on substance use in and of itself. The relative impacts of 0.652-0.878 days (depending on the model) represent a 20-23% reduction in days of illicit drug use at follow-up relative to brief intervention for the average patient. Secondly, recommendation to a service does not guarantee receipt of the service for each study patient. Some patients recommended to SBIRT services declined to receive any services and others chose to receive a less intensive service, often for practical reasons. Rarely did a patient recommended to a less intensive service request to receive a higher-intensity service. These factors suggest that our findings may indeed represent a lower bound of the effectiveness of BT relative to BI.
We note that only illicit drug days out of four substance use outcomes had a strong finding. However, this outcome is arguably more important than the other three. Illicit drug use is a global measure-the maximum of days of all substances. Marijuana is only a single component of illicit days, and is thus a partial (albeit prominent) measure. Similarly, alcohol and alcohol to intoxication are specific substance measures. It must be kept in mind that the BT following a screen is likely to prioritize specific substances. The broadest measure of what is more likely to be targeted for BT level patients (illicit drug days) therefore represents more of the overall sample bringing higher statistical power and opportunity of change in the measure over time. A final point of context is that BT is not being compared against placebo or a low-content care as usual, but against BI. Inasmuch as BI is both effective for and may more often emphasize alcohol outcomes, it may not be inconsistent that BT was found significant only for illicit drug use. In this interpretation, BT may have had a qualitatively different effect on illicit drug use than BI, which is consistent with the literature on BI's primary efficacy being for alcohol.
Our moderator analyses provide additional insight into BT's relative impact. Specifically, the overall effects appear to be explained by relative improvement among more severe patients. Focusing upon the weighted GLMM result, the 0.878 overall effect is arguably driven by the 1.765-day decrease among high users (8 or more days reported at baseline). In the case of illicit drugs, high users accounted for 26% of the BI sample and 30% of the BT sample. The implication of these findings is that when interventionists identify more severe substance-using patients, BT is likely to be a better service alternative than BI. None the less, it is important to keep in mind that this does not preclude a role for BI as an option when BT (or any related service that is more intense than BI) is not available. Moreover, as noted in the Data section, BI services still played a substantial role in the average set of services received by patients assigned to the BT service category.
One consideration in interpreting these results is the two distinct types of models being used: the inverse propensity score weighted GLMM that conditioned on a robust set of control variables and the LLR which semi-parametrically estimates 'local' effects for treatment group patients relative to comparison patients whose propensity scores fall within a small radius. The GLMM estimate (holding aside the covariate conditioning) is analogous to comparisons of weighted population averages, while the LLR estimate is more akin to the average of many local outcome differences. It is therefore possible that different estimates might be generated based simply upon having imperfect (not normal or even symmetric) distributions. There are limited simulation studies of how these two approaches perform under different scenarios [14] . We believe that the LLR more effectively fits the study design conceptually, especially given the distribution of severity seen at baseline. Moreover, LLR is notably less efficient than GLMM, and thus stacks the deck against finding statistically significant results. However, the use of covariates in the GLMM and the results of the moderator models which explicit partition the treatment effect by severity arguably improve their appropriateness within this design. We therefore include results from both models, noting that their results are overall consistent with each other. We note several limitations to our analyses. Our design is quasi-experimental, and our propensity score approach only helps to eliminate bias from the correlation of observed patient characteristics with assignment to treatment or potential outcomes. Although these observable characteristics include substance use, arguably the most important indicator of risk, there may be other patient factors that lead practitioners to make certain treatment recommendations systematically, or affect a patient's response to a certain treatment. A second limitation is that the validity of our design applies only to a specific group of higher-risk patients. Related to both of these limitations is the fact that we do not know the exact substance that was being addressed by the intervention or therapy. We note again that our design is intent-to-treat and thus, despite evidence that a substantial amount of services was delivered, we cannot make strong conclusions about the extent to which dosage differences or qualitative differences in the type of service are the cause of the findings. Our results do not provide information on how lower-risk BIs would respond to brief treatment. Our follow-up rates were not higher than the conventional 80% threshold, which should be taken into account when interpreting the generalizability of our results. Finally, our analyses are based on selfreport administrative data. A particular challenge in this case is the possibility that patients who were engaged more strongly in services (BTs) might simply answer substance use questions differently at follow-up in order to avoid perceived social stigma.
Despite these limitations, we note the uniqueness and benefit of studies like this one. It is difficult to design and implement more rigorous effectiveness studies in the natural conditions of SAMHSA's SBIRT projects. Human subjects protections, reluctance of provider sites to participate fully and cost are all up-front challenges. Compromises to overcome these challenges, as well as inclusion and exclusion criteria, can lead to samples with less external validity. Moreover, estimates from these types of studies reflect effects of interventions that are based on clinical research protocols and with their requisite fidelity and quality control. The utility of such estimates for justifying services in natural settings or informing policy around them is limited. In our case, our experiment is embedded in the natural setting and subsumes all the variation in provider quality, intervention quality and setting and patient characteristics. In other words, following an efficacy study, the common question is: 'does it work in the real world?'. Our study is a rare opportunity to provide an answer to that question.
Overall, these findings suggest that recommendation to brief treatment can have a larger impact upon substance use, or is at least as effective as recommendation to brief intervention, for a certain group of higher-risk patients. The mechanism through which brief treatment is more effective is uncertain and requires future study. A previous trial of BT for chronic marijuana users found that assignment to more BT sessions (nine versus two) led to better outcomes [23] . They note, however, that the relative improvement of the nine-session patients began around the second session. This suggests that there may be other elements in addition to per se dosage that make a difference. For example, the expectation of the greater commitment may have a significant factor. From the patient perspective, simply being labeled as 'higher risk' may have its own intervention effect and lead the patient to change or to more thoroughly engage in services.
From the perspective of the practitioner, even if he or she knows the 'borderline' risk level of the patient initially, by recommending to BT that practitioner or subsequent practitioners may begin to think of that patient differently by, for example, engaging them more intensively in follow-up services. As brief treatment may represent a key component in the continuum of care between lowerrisk BI patients and patients who require referral to specialty treatment, ongoing study of its effectiveness is justified.
